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1 Course Description

This course is designed to introduce students to campaigns and elections in the American political
system. It is not a class about how to run successful campaigns (although we will talk about what
does and does not work). Instead, the focus is on what political science has discovered about
campaigns—their operation and their relative influence on elections—as well as other determinants
of who wins elected office.

In the course, we will examine five sets of actors (candidates, the media, voters, parties, and
campaign professionals) across different kinds of elections (although our primary focus will be pres-
idential elections). We will explore their interactions and evaluate their relative influence within a
set of constitutional and legal rules (e.g., primary types) and within American political culture.

Topics for this course include: The normative and institutional structure of American elections
(and their implications for campaigns); who votes in elections; what determines their vote; what
influences the decision to vote; who runs for office (congressional and presidential); who wins nom-
ination (and why); campaign finance; the Electoral College; legislative redistricting; the impact of
race and gender; the role of the media and, in particular, television advertising in campaigns and
elections; and whether campaigns, particularly presidential campaigns, matter in the final outcome.

A couple more notes on the course:

• This course is an advanced course. There is a significant amount of reading and writing.
Several of the readings present statistical analyses. We will spend some time on how to
interpret regression results, but you should be comfortable reading data tables.

• I do not plan on lecturing at all during the semester. The class will be run as a semi-
structured discussion. Your participation will be key to the success of the course. You should
come prepared to discuss the day’s readings in detail. To help ensure that you do, there will
be lots of quizzes.



2 Course Objectives

This course primarily develops students capacities with respect to the following departmental learn-
ing objectives and outcomes:

Conceptual and Analytical: Students should be able to engage contemporary political
events and public policies using the key concepts and analytical approaches from . . .
U.S. Government . . . Specifically, students should be able to:

• Identify and use salient political science concepts and analytical methods to eval-
uate current public policies, political actors behavior, political events, and institu-
tional arrangements.

• Evaluate the strengths and limitations of the most significant analytical approaches
used in the principal subfields of political science.

Students will also develop their research skills (specifically, hypothesis creation and research design),
communication skills (written and oral presentations), and professional and citizenship skills.

3 Course Materials

There is one required book for this course: Sides, John, Daron Shaw, Matt Grossman, and Keena
Lipsitz. 2012. Campaigns & Elections: Rules, Reality, Strategy, and Choice. New York: W.W.
Norton and Company.

All other readings are posted on the course Sakai site. You should also keep up to date with current
events in the 2012 elections. I consider news about these events part of the course materials.

4 Course Requirements

There are four components of your course grade. This section briefly describes each. More infor-
mation about each will be provided in class.

4.1 Quizzes (15%)

Quizzes (announced/unannounced; open/closed book; collaborative/individual) on the course ma-
terial. There will be 15–20 quizzes over the course of the semester. Quizzes missed due to an
unexcused absence may not be made up; quizzes missed due to an excused absence will be omitted
from the course grade.

4.2 Election Night memo and presentation (10%)

Each student will help prepare an election night guide for and give an oral presentation at the
University’s election night celebration. The guide and presentations will cover national, state, and
local races of interest, as well as provide a general overview of the elections.
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4.3 Research Papers (40% total)

Each student will write two major papers over the course of the semester. You have the option,
however, of choosing which two papers you will write. There are three options:

1. Election reform policy analysis: Write a policy analysis about some aspect of U.S. cam-
paigns and/or elections that you think ought to be reformed. Questions to be addressed in-
clude: What is the problem? Why does it need to be “fixed?” What are the reform options?
How does each work? How would each be adopted? What are the consequences/outcomes
for each option? Which is the best?

2. Research prospectus: Propose an avenue of research into campaigns and elections. You do
not have to actually do the research. Instead, you will identify a research question; propose
hypotheses to answer the question, drawn from the appropriate political science literature;
and propose how you might test your hypotheses—i.e., what data you would need, how you
would get it, and how you would perform the tests.1

3. Comparative campaign case study: Write a comparative analysis of two congressional
contests. Questions to be addressed include: What are the similarities between the contests?
What are the differences? What strategies did each of the candidates use? How much money
did they raise? How did they spend it? What issues were emphasized in the contests? You
will need to relate your cases to the broader set of course material.

4.3.1 Technicalities

The following requirements apply to all of the papers that you submit in this course.

• The final paper will be 10-12 pages long, not including cover sheet, reference list, or appen-
dices.

• Each paper must incorporate at least seven (7) academic/scholarly sources—their use will
depend on the paper topic—in addition to any appropriate popular news sources (e.g., news-
paper articles, blog entries, and magazine profiles).

• Papers are to be double spaced, with one-inch margins, and typeset in 12 point Times New
Roman font.

• Tables and charts (when appropriate) should be included in the text of the paper.

• Use the Chicago Manual of Style (16th Edition; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010)
as your style guide. Use in-text citations rather than footnotes or endnotes. There is a quick
Chicago Manual reference available at http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/. You can also
look at articles from the American Political Science Review for examples of proper citation.

1 The work you do for this prospectus is similar to what will be required of you in the first part of the capstone
seminar. In the capstone seminar, you will actually gather the data and perform the analysis.
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4.4 Other assignments (20%)

Other assignments given in class. These include written responses to/summaries of course read-
ings, factual inventories, and in-class presentations among others. Unless I indicate otherwise, all
assignments must be typed and submitted in hard copy. I will not accept handwritten assignments
nor will I accept emailed assignments.

If I do not attempt to return an assignment by the fourth class meeting after the assignment is
due, you will automatically receive full credit for that assignment.

4.4.1 A Note on Article Summaries

Over the course of the semester, each student will write a number of article summaries. I will cover
the format of the summaries in class, but in general a summary should be no more than one page
in length and should provide information about the article’s thesis, hypotheses, data and method,
and conclusions. It should also provide questions for further discussion.

4.5 Participation (15%)

Each student is required to participate meaningfully in class. Your participation grade will assigned
on the basis of the following criteria.

A Student frequently participates by contributing incisive questions or insightful observations on
the course reading or general topic under discussion. Student does not dominate class discussion.
Student is attentive and intellectually engaged and displays a constructive attitude. Student is
always prepared for class by having completed the assigned reading and written work. Student
asks probing questions of peers during their presentations and provides constructive feedback on
their work.

B Student is usually prepared and attentive, but does not consistently contribute to class discus-
sion. Student responds well when asked a question directly but hesitates to volunteer his or her
own opinion. Student completes work minimally, but without critical thought, or substantively
engaging the course material. Student asks some questions of and provides some feedback to peers.

C Student is seldom prepared, occasionally distracted, or otherwise disengaged. Student may
interrupt and/or derail discussion through inappropriate remarks or humor; student may blather
on about the subject under discussion, but show no real depth of understanding, or clearly not
have done the reading. Student may be overly aggressive, or unable to respond satisfactorily to
instructors and peers questions. Student does not provide much constructive feedback to peers.
Showing up each day and sitting quietly gets you a C-.

D Student engages in intensified C behavior. Student occasionally does work from other classes,
writes notes (as opposed to take notes), sends text messages, does crossword puzzles, checks cell
phone calls, socializes with classmates, or engages in other uncooperative behavior during discus-
sion. Student provides little to no feedback to peers and/or the feedback that is provided is not
helpful to the recipients or the class discussion.
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F Students who have serious attendance problems or become a detrimental presence in the class
will earn a grade of F for participation.

5 Course Policies

5.1 Attendance

Attendance in this course is mandatory. You may miss three classes with no impact on your course
grade. After the third missed class, however, your participation grade will drop by 5 points for
each additional class that you miss. Please let me know as soon as possible if you will miss a class
for any reason (e.g., sports, debate, illness, etc.).

5.2 Classroom conduct

It is imperative that we treat each other with civility, respect, and dignity in this class. We will
likely discuss topics about which people feel passionately and disagree intensely. We will also be
critiquing each others’ work. While both of these activities are part of the academic experience, we
must do each in a positive, constructive fashion. Ad hominem attacks, disrespectful language, and
disruptive behavior will not be tolerated. Such behavior violates the Student Code of Conduct,
and, if necessary, I will refer offenses to the Office of Judicial Affairs.

5.3 Sakai

I consider the Sakai site an extension of the course. In addition to containing all of the course
readings, assignments, and forms, I will use the site to make announcements and provide additional
guidance, including examples, on assignments. It is your responsibility to make sure that you keep
up with any additional course material posted to the site.

5.4 Communication

While I will do my best to respond in a timely fashion to all student communication, I cannot
promise that you will receive a response within 24 hours. I generally check my email between the
hours of 6:30 AM and 9:00 PM, Monday through Friday, and only sporadically over the weekend.

5.5 Late assignments, make-up exams, and extensions

All assignments are due at the beginning of class on the due date. Research papers will be penal-
ized a full grade for each 24-hour period the work is late (e.g., turning an A into a B). All other
assignments will be penalized one-third of a letter grade for each 24-hour period that they are late
(e.g., turning an A into an A-). Late work must be submitted in class or to my office.

Extensions (1) will only be granted for documented cases of need and (2) must be arranged at least
one week before the due date (medical emergencies excepted).
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5.6 Grading

I will use +/– grades in this course and grade on the following scale: A (100–96), A- (95–90), B+
(89–87), B (86–83), B- (82–80), C+ (79–77), C (76–73), C- (72–70), D+ (69–67), D (66–63), D-
(62–60), and F (59-0). Failure to submit an assignment will result in a 0 for that assignment. If I
assign a letter grade on an assignment, I will use the maximum whole-number value for that grade
when calculating your course grade. For example, an ‘A-’ would be recorded as a 95 in the grade
book. A ‘B’ would be recorded an 86. I will post a brief rubric describing the criteria I will use
when grading your papers on Sakai.

5.7 Cheating and plagiarism: University Honor Code

The College of the Pacific holds all of its students to a strict standard of academic integrity.
In the case of a suspected violation of the University academic honor code, the faculty member
will evaluate the alleged infraction and report it immediately to the chair of the department,
the College Academic Affairs office, and the Office of Judicial Affairs, which will begin a formal
investigation. If the Office of Judicial Affairs determines that the student is responsible for the
honor code violation, the standard penalty in the College is failure of the assignment and/or the
course. In such cases, the student will be prevented from dropping or withdrawing from the course,
even if the deadline to do so has not expired. Further disciplinary action may also be taken by
the Office of Judicial Affairs. The full text of the Universitys Academic Dishonesty Policy can be
found at http://web.pacific.edu/x30642.xml.

5.8 Students with disabilities

The University of the Pacific is committed to the goal of providing qualified students an equal
opportunity to attain college education regardless of disability. Pacific will make efforts toward
meeting reasonable requests for services and accommodations to students with disabilities. To
that end, please notify the instructor about any special needs you may require during the first
two weeks of the semester. Students requesting accommodations due to a disability should pro-
vide the instructor with an accommodations request letter from the Office of Services for Stu-
dents with Disabilities, Bannister Hall, Room 101, (209) 946-2879, E-mail: ssd@uop.edu, website:
http://www.uop.edu/education/ssd

6 Course Schedule

All assigned readings should be completed by the time you come to class on the date listed. Items
followed by “(Sakai)” are available through the course Sakai site. Items followed by “(JSTOR)”
are available through J-STOR. You are responsible for accessing and reading all course materials
before you come to class. When possible, please bring the readings with you to class as we well
reference them frequently.

I reserve the right to amend the class outline at any time as needed. It is incumbent upon you to
check Sakai frequently for announcements and attend class regularly so that you are aware of any
changes.
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Aug. 27 Introducing the course, syllabus, and expectations; some discussion of predictions for
the November elections

Sides, Ch. 1

Aug. 29 The Basics

Sides, Ch. 2

Aug. 31 More on Gerrymandering

Toobin, “The Great Electoral Grab” (Sakai)
Cain, “Redistricting Commissions: A Better Political Buffer?” (Sakai)
The redistricting game, http://www.redistrictinggame.org/

Sept. 3 No class (Labor Day)

Sept. 5 Gerrymandering and Incumbency?

Forgette & Platt, “Redistricting Principles and Incumbency Protection . . . ” (Sakai)
Abramowitz et al., “Incumbency, Redistricting, and the Decline of Competition . . . ” (Sakai)

Sept. 7 Gerrymandering and Polarization?

McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal, “Does Gerrymandering Cause Polarization?” (JSTOR)
Grangier, “Redistricting and Polarization: Who Draws the Lines in California?” (Sakai)

Sept. 10 Open Primaries and Polarization?

Kaufmann et al., “A Promise Fulfilled? Open Primaries and Representation” (JSTOR)
McGhee et al., “A Primary Cause of Partisanship?” (Sakai)

Sept. 12 Voter Fraud

Minnite, “What Is Voter Fraud?” and “Are U.S. Elections Vulnerable to Voter Fraud?” (Sakai)
Barreto et al., “The Disproportionate Impact of Voter-ID Requirements . . . ” (JSTOR)

Sept. 14 Does It Matter Who Votes?

DeNardo, “Turnout and the Vote: The Joke’s on the Democrats” (JSTOR)
Highton and Wolfinger, “The Political Implications of Higher Turnout” (JSTOR)

Sept. 17 Historical Transformation of American Campaigns

Sides, Ch. 3
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Sept. 19 Campaign Finance

Sides, Ch. 4

Sept. 21 Campaign Finance Reconsidered

Jacobson, “The Effects of Campaign Spending in House Elections” (JSTOR)
Smith (not me), “Campaign Finance Regulation” (Sakai)

Sept. 24 The Citizens United Decision

Franz, “The Citizens United Election? Or Same as It Ever Was?” (Sakai)
Levitt, “Confronting the Impact of Citizens United” (Sakai)

Sept. 26 Modern Campaign Strategies

Sides, Ch. 5

Sept. 28 Candidate Emergence

Semiatin, Ch. 2 & 3 (Sakai)
Stone & Maisel, “Determinants of Candidate Emergence in U.S. House Elections” (JSTOR)

Oct. 1 Gender and congressional elections

Lawless and Pearson, “The Primary Reason for Women’s Underrepresentation?” (JSTOR)
Lawless & Fox, “Entering the Arena? Gender and the Decision to Run for Office” (JSTOR)

Oct. 3 Campaign Messages

Sides, “The Origin of Campaign Agendas” (Sakai)
Ansolabehere et al., “Candidate Positioning in U.S. House Elections” (Sakai)

Oct. 5 No class (Fall Break)

Oct. 8 Political Parties, Interest Groups and Elections

Sides, Ch. 6

Oct. 10 More on Outside Groups and Elections

Masket, “It Takes an Outsider” (JSTOR)
Masket, “If We Don’t Control You, then Who the Hell Does?” (Sakai)
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Oct. 12 Third Parties

Rosenstone, Behr, and Lazarus, Third Parties in America, Ch. 2 (Sakai)
Rapoport and Stone, Three’s a Crowd, Ch. 2 (Sakai)

Oct. 15 The Media

Sides, Ch. 7
Iyengar, “New Media, New Forms of Campaigning” (Sakai)

Note: Pacific will host two debates, sponsored by the League of Women Voters and several campus
organizations, between the candidates for the State Assembly and the candidates U.S. House of
Representatives in Raymond Great Hall tonight at 6 PM. You should plan to attend.

Oct. 17 Presidential Elections

Sides, Ch. 8

Oct. 19 More on the Evolution of the Nomination System

Hagan and Mayer, “The Modern Politics of Presidential Selection” (Sakai)
Cohen, Karol, Noel, and Zaller, “The Invisible Primary in Presidential Nominations” (Sakai)

Oct. 22 Other Nomination Issues

Busch and Mayer, “The Front-Loading Problem” (Sakai)
Sides and Vavrek, “Random or Romney?” (Sakai)

Oct. 24 Do the Campaigns Matter?

Sides and Vavrek, “The Hand You Are Dealt” (Sakai)
Holbrook, “The Evidence against Campaign Effects” (Sakai)
McGhee and Sides, “Do Campaigns Drive Partisan Turnout?” (Sakai)

Oct. 26 Predicting Presidential Elections

PS symposium on prediction models (Sakai)

Oct. 29 Congressional Elections

Sides, Ch. 9
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Oct. 31 More on Congressional Elections

Pertocik & Desposato, “Incumbency and Short Term Influences on Voters” (JSTOR)
McGhee, “National Tides and Local Results in U.S. House Elections” (Sakai)

Nov. 2 Catch-up

Nov. 5 Election night prep. (finalize election guide, rehearse presentations)

Nov. 6 Election night presentations in the Lair (4:30 – 5:30 PM)

Nov. 7 Post-election discussion

Nov. 9 Electoral Mandates

Grossback et al., “Electoral Mandates in American Politics” (Sakai)
Dahl, “Myth of the Presidential Mandate” (JSTOR)
Peterson et al., “Congressional Response to Mandate Elections”

Nov. 12 State and Local Campaigns

Sides, Ch. 10

Nov. 14 Local Election Administration

Stewart, “What Hath HAVA Wroght?” (Sakai)
Niemi and Hernson, “Beyond the Butterfly: The Complexity of U.S. Ballots” (JSTOR)

Nov. 16 Voter Participation

Sides, Ch. 11

Nov. 19 Can We Increase Turnout?

Highton, “Voter Registration and Turnout in the United States” (JSTOR)
Berinsky, “The Perverse Consequences of Electoral Reform in the United States” (Sakai)

Nov. 21 No class (Thanksgiving)

Nov. 23 No class (Thanksgiving)

Nov. 26 Convenience Voting Reforms

Gronke, “Convenience Voting” (Sakai)
Alvarez, Ines, and Sinclair, ”Making Voting Easier” (Sakai)
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Nov. 28 Increasing Turnout Reconsidered

Green and Gerber, “Introduction to Social Pressure and Voting” (Sakai)
Lessons from Recent GOTV Experiments (Sakai): Pick one of the studies mentioned, find the

article, and bring a summary to discuss with the class

Nov. 30 Voter Choice

Sides, Ch. 12
Petrocik, “Measuring Party Support: Leaners are not Independents” (Sakai)

Dec. 3 Income and Voting

Gelman, Red State, Blue State, Ch. 1 (Sakai)
Bartles, “What’s the Matter with What’s the Matter with Kansas?” (Sakai)

Dec. 5 Campaign advertising effects

Lau & Pomper, “Effectiveness of Negative Campaigning in U.S. Senate Elections” (JSTOR)
Franz and Ridout, “Does Political Advertising Persuade?” (Sakai)

Dec. 7 Wrapping Up

Sides, Ch. 13
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